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Amygdala Activation Predicts Gaze toward Fearful Eyes
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The human amygdala can be robustly activated by presenting fearful faces, and it has been speculated that this activation has functional
relevance for redirecting the gaze toward the eye region. To clarify this relationship between amygdala activation and gaze-orienting behavior,
functional magnetic resonance imaging data and eye movements were simultaneously acquired in the current study during the evaluation of
facial expressions. Fearful, angry, happy, and neutral faces were briefly presented to healthy volunteers in an event-related manner. We con-
trolled for the initial fixation by unpredictably shifting the faces downward or upward on each trial, such that the eyes or the mouth were
presentedatfixation.Acrossemotionalexpressions,participantsshowedabiastoshift theirgazetowardtheeyes,butthemagnitudeofthiseffect
followed the distribution of diagnostically relevant regions in the face. Amygdala activity was specifically enhanced for fearful faces with the
mouth aligned to fixation, and this differential activation predicted gazing behavior preferentially targeting the eye region. These results reveal
a direct role of the amygdala in reflexive gaze initiation toward fearfully widened eyes. They mirror deficits observed in patients with amygdala
lesions and open a window for future studies on patients with autism spectrum disorder, in which deficits in emotion recognition, probably
related to atypical gaze patterns and abnormal amygdala activation, have been observed.

Introduction
The human amygdala is known to be robustly activated by the
presentation of fearful faces (Morris et al., 1996; Hariri et al.,
2002; Gläscher et al., 2004; Reinders et al., 2005), which seems to
be widely related to the visibility of fearfully widened eyes (Morris
et al., 2002). This activation occurs even when these stimuli are
unattended (Vuilleumier et al., 2001) and when they are presented
very briefly followed by a mask such that participants report being
unaware of them (Whalen et al., 1998, 2004; Öhman et al., 2007) (for
discrepant results, see Pessoa et al., 2006). However, the precise func-
tional role of this activation remains to be elucidated.

One possible explanation of these findings was provided by a
case study on S.M., a patient with rare bilateral amygdala damage,
who was found to have severe problems in identifying fearful
facial expressions with preserved skills in recognizing other emo-
tional faces (Adolphs et al., 1994). Surprisingly, this specific im-
pairment was not related to a lack of emotional discrimination
ability, per se, but was found to be related to a lack of spontaneous
gaze fixation on the eye region of facial stimuli, because an ex-
plicit instruction to look at the eyes was sufficient to restore her
ability to identify fearful faces (Adolphs et al., 2005). For the first
time, these data suggested that the amygdala might be involved in
detecting salient facial features and reflexively triggering fixation
changes toward them rather than being involved in emotion dis-
crimination, per se (Adolphs and Spezio, 2006; Spezio et al., 2007b).
In the current study, we combined functional magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) with online monitoring of eye movements to directly
examine this relationship between amygdala activation and gaze ori-
entation behavior in healthy human adults.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-four participants were initially examined, but two of
them had to be excluded, because of equipment malfunction. The final
sample consisted of 22 healthy, right-handed, male subjects (mean age �
SD, 27.5 � 4.2 years; see supplemental Methods, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for additional information).
Eye-tracking data could only be analyzed for 16 participants (75% valid
trials on average), and corresponding analyses of the gazing behavior are
restricted to this subsample. All participants gave written informed con-
sent and were paid for participation.

Emotion classification paradigm. The experiment was based on a fully
crossed 4 � 2 within-subjects design with the factors emotion and initial
fixation. Based on a validation study (Goeleven et al., 2008), 160 pictures
of 20 women and 20 men, each depicting neutral, fearful, angry, and
happy expressions, were selected from a standardized data set (Lundqvist
et al., 1998). These faces were slightly rotated such that both eyes had
exactly the same height in each image. Colored images were converted to
grayscales, and an elliptic mask was fitted to solely reveal the face itself
while hiding hair and ears. Finally, the cumulative brightness was nor-
malized across images. The mean viewing angle across all faces was 9.7° in
the horizontal and 13.6° in the vertical direction. The average visual angle
between eyes and mouth amounted to 5.4°. During the experiment, facial
expressions were presented briefly to the participants, such that eye
movements only occurred after stimulus offset.

Each trial started with a fixation cross (2 s) followed by the presenta-
tion of the face (150 ms) followed by a blank screen (randomly chosen
period of 2– 4 s). After this time, participants were required to classify the
emotional expression by pressing the corresponding key on a button box.
Subsequently, volunteers were additionally asked to rate the intensity of
the displayed emotion on a four item scale ranging from 1 (low) to 4
(high). This intensity rating was omitted when volunteers classified the
image as “neutral.” After this rating, a fixation cross was displayed for
another randomly chosen period of 2–12 s (Fig. 1). To precisely control
for the initial fixation, half of the stimuli within each emotional expres-
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sion were unpredictably shifted either down-
ward or upward on each trial, such that the eyes
or the mouth appeared at the location of the
fixation cross. To avoid continuously present-
ing the bridge of the nose instead of the eyes at
the position of the fixation cross, we addition-
ally shifted half of the stimuli to the left or to
the right, such that the left or right eyeball was
presented at the position of the fixation cross as
often as the center of the mouth. Since no sig-
nificant differences in amygdala activation as a
function of horizontal alignment were found
(see supplemental Results, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), data were
collapsed across horizontal displacements.

Blood oxygenation level-dependent func-
tional images were acquired during the whole ex-
periment that was split into two experimental
sessions with 80 trials each. Eye movements were
recorded with a camera-based MRI compatible
eye-tracker at 60 Hz (Resonance Technology).

Eye movements. Details on the eye move-
ment analysis can be found in the supplemen-
tal material (available at www.jneurosci.org).
In short, we determined the proportion of fix-
ation changes (�0.5°) toward the other major
facial feature that were triggered by the stimu-
lus but occurred after stimulus offset. That is,
when the eyes were presented at the position of
the fixation cross, we determined the proportion
of downward fixation changes toward the mouth,
and when the mouth followed the fixation cross, we
calculatedthecorrespondingproportionofupward
fixation changes toward the eyes.

Functional imaging. Functional imaging was
performed on a 3-Tesla whole-body MR-
scanner (Siemens Trio) equipped with a 12-
channel head coil. Forty transverse slices (slice
thickness, 2 mm; 1 mm gap) were acquired in
each volume using a T2*-sensitive gradient
echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition
time, 2380 ms; echo time, 25 ms; flip angle, 90°;
field of view, 208 � 208 mm; in-plane resolu-
tion, 2 � 2 mm). Additionally, isotropic high-
resolution (1 � 1 � 1 mm3) structural images
were recorded using a T1-weighted coronal-
oriented magnetization-prepared rapid gradi-
ent echo sequence with 240 slices.

After standard preprocessing of the images
(for details, see supplemental Methods,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material), two different random-
effects analyses were carried out: First, a 4 �
2 repeated-measures ANOVA was imple-
mented using the simple contrast maps that
were derived from each participant. This
analysis was based on the whole sample of 22
subjects and was performed to determine
whether the amygdala responds differen-
tially to emotional faces when controlling for
the initial fixation. A second set of analyses was performed for a
reduced sample of 16 subjects with valid eye-tracking data to find out
whether individual differences in gaze-orienting behavior are corre-
lated with amygdala responses. These analyses were performed for
each emotion (neutral, fearful, angry, happy). As we were primarily
interested in the impact of eyes on gaze orientation behavior and
amygdala activation, we calculated the difference between the pro-
portion of upward fixation changes elicited by having the mouth at
the level of fixation and downward fixation changes elicited by the

eyes following the fixation cross. This measure was used as a paramet-
ric regressor in different random-effects analyses for each emotion to
reveal brain regions showing a significant correlation between brain
activation and gazing behavior.

Since we were primarily interested in amygdala activation, we used a
small volume correction in predefined anatomical amygdala regions of
interest (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). For illustration purposes, only
voxels within the amygdala are displayed as statistical maps thresholded
at p � 0.01, uncorrected, which are overlaid on the mean structural
image from the respective group.

Figure 1. Illustration of the trial structure that was used in the experiment. Eye-tracking data were obtained for the face stimuli
with a 2 s prestimulus recording period and a 2– 4 s measurement period after stimulus offset.

Figure 2. A–C, Proportion of correct emotion classification (A), average intensity ratings (B), and fixation changes targeting the
other major facial feature (C) as a function of the emotional expression and the alignment of the faces. Pairwise post hoc compar-
isons between the initial fixation positions within each emotion were calculated when a significant interaction effect of both
factors was obtained (only for the fixation changes). Error bars represent SEM. **p � 0.01.
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Results
Behavioral data
Overall, participants were very accurate in classifying the emotional
expressions regardless of the initial fixation position (main effect
alignment: F(1,21) � 1). The largest hit rates were observed for happy
faces and the lowest for neutral expressions (main effect emotion:
F(3,63) � 16.11, Huynh–Feldt � � 0.61, p � 0.001) (Fig. 2A). The
interaction of emotion and alignment did not reach statistical signif-
icance (F(3,63) � 1.80, � � 0.90, p � 0.16). Emotion intensity was
rated significantly higher for fearful faces (main effect emotion:
F(2,42) � 13.95, � � 0.84, p � 0.001), but across expressions, higher
ratings were given when the eyes were presented at fixation (main
effect initial fixation:F(1,21)�36.93,p�0.001)(Fig.2B).Nostatistically
significant interaction was found (F(2,42) � 2.02, � � 1.00, p � 0.15).

Eye movement data
As can be seen from Figure 2C, gaze changes toward the eye region
occurred more often than fixation changes leaving the eye region
(main effect initial fixation: F(1,15) � 4.70, p � 0.05). However, the
size of this effect was found to depend on the emotional expression
(interaction of emotion and initial fixation: F(3,45) � 2.95, � � 0.99,
p � 0.05), and it was largest for fearful and neutral faces. The main
effect of emotion did not reach statistical significance (F(3,45) � 1).

Imaging data
To determine whether the amygdala sup-
ports the detection of salient features in the
visual periphery and triggers gaze changes
toward them (Adolphs and Spezio, 2006),
we first calculated the interaction effect of
facial expression and initial fixation. In this
analysis, we focused on differences between
fearful and happy faces, since these expres-
sions differ most clearly in the distribution
of diagnostic features across the face (Smith
et al., 2005). We observed a significantly el-
evated amygdala response for fearful faces in
trials where the mouth was aligned to the fixa-
tion cross (Fig. 3). No such difference was
found for happy faces.

In a second set of analyses, we focused
on correlations between individual gazing
behavior and brain activations for each
emotional expression separately. These
parametric analyses revealed a significant
correlation between gaze preferences for
the eye region and amygdala activation for
fearful faces only (r � 0.71, p � 0.01) (Fig.
4). Thus, participants with the largest activ-
ity in the right amygdala exhibited the most
prominent gaze shifts toward the eye region
of fearful faces. No such correlation was
found for the other facial expressions (see
supplemental Results, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Discussion
In this study, we measured brain activity
and eye movements in parallel to elucidate
the functional role of the amygdala in pro-
cessing (fearful) facial expressions. By con-
trolling for the initial fixation, we found that
facial expressions were experienced as being

more intense when the eyes were presented at fixation. Thus, the eyes
seem to be a highly salient facial feature that facilitates the processing
of social information by disambiguating the depicted expression
(Adolphs, 2008). In line with the supposed biological relevance of
the eyes, we observed a larger number of reflexive gaze changes to-
ward the eye region than fixation changes leaving the eye region. This
effect was modulated by the depicted emotion and seems to follow
the distribution of diagnostically relevant facial features (Smith et al.,
2005). Fearful faces, for example, can be best identified when fixating
the eye region, and accordingly, we observed a significantly higher
proportion of gaze changes from the mouth to the eyes (31%) than
vice versa (14%). The most relevant feature for recognizing happi-
ness is the mouth, and consequently, we found a reduced proportion
of gaze changes toward the eyes (28%) and a larger number of fixa-
tion changes targeting the mouth (21%).

In correspondence with its assumed functional role (Adolphs
and Spezio, 2006), amygdala activation was specifically enhanced
when fearful faces were presented with the mouth aligned to
fixation. No such effect was found for happy faces that triggered
much less gaze changes toward the eye region. Importantly, this
differential activation pattern cannot be explained by altered vi-
sual input during fixation changes, because stimulus duration
was very brief and, therefore, gaze changes only occurred after
stimulus offset. The magnitude of gaze preferences for the eye

Figure 3. Amygdala regions showing a significant interaction of emotional expression (fearful, happy) and initial fixation (eyes,
mouth). The left panel shows the statistical map (coronal plane) of the interaction effect revealing a small cluster in the right
amygdala (x � 26, y � �2, z � �28 mm, t(147) � 2.76, p � 0.005, uncorrected). The contrast estimates of this cluster are
displayed on the right side. A direct comparison of both initial fixation positions within each emotion revealed only a significant
difference for fearful faces (t(21) � 2.58, *p � 0.05). Error bars represent SEM. L, Left; R, right.

Figure 4. The left panel shows the significant correlation between lateral amygdala activity and gaze preferences for the eye
region of fearful faces (x � 28, y � �4, z � �18; t(14) � 3.77, p � 0.05, familywise error corrected). The scatterplot on the
right side depicts the correlation of differential gaze changes and amygdala activation in the peak voxel. L, Left; R, right.
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region of fearful faces was correlated with amygdala activation
across participants, thus substantiating the supposed relevance of
this brain structure in reflexive gaze orienting toward fearfully
widened eyes (Adolphs et al., 2005; Adolphs and Spezio, 2006).

In contrast to former studies that did not take into account the
role of eye movements during stimulus evaluation, we did not
observe a general increase of amygdala activation when contrast-
ing fearful versus neutral (Breiter et al., 1996; Lange et al., 2003;
Gläscher et al., 2004; Reinders et al., 2005, 2006) or fearful versus
happy facial expressions (Morris et al., 1996, 1998; Hardee et al.,
2008) when collapsing data across initial fixation positions (see
supplemental Results, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material). However, our design allowed us to dissociate
neuronal activity related to the perception of fearful faces from
gaze reorientation-related activity and thus provides the basis for
a reinterpretation of previous data by showing that the amygdala
does not seem to be activated by fearful faces or eyes, per se, but
plays an important role in initiating reflexive attentional shifts
toward salient facial features (such as fearfully widened eyes) that
appear in the visual periphery (Adolphs and Spezio, 2006). Thus,
enhanced amygdala responses that were previously shown for
supraliminally (Morris et al., 2002) and subliminally (Whalen et
al., 2004) presented fearful eyes in free viewing conditions might
in part be related to attentional shifts toward the eyes.

This functional interpretation of amygdala activation that mir-
rors specific deficits observed in patients with amygdala lesions
(Adolphs et al., 2005; Spezio et al., 2007b) may also explain repeated
findings of amygdala hypoactivation (Critchley et al., 2000; Ashwin
et al., 2007; Hadjikhani et al., 2007), abnormal fixation patterns (Pel-
phrey et al., 2002; Spezio et al., 2007a), and behavioral difficulties in
identifying facial expressions (Howard et al., 2000; Ashwin et al.,
2006) in patients with autism spectrum disorder. Interestingly, the
emotion recognition deficits in autism were linked to an inadequate
use of low spatial frequencies (Kätsyri et al., 2008). Such coarse image
information, however, is sufficient to elicit reliable amygdala activa-
tion in healthy humans when containing fearful facial features (Vuil-
leumier et al., 2003). These findings substantiate the conclusion that
amygdala activation elicited by fearful faces is related to attentional
shifts toward the eye region (Dalton et al., 2005; Adolphs and Spezio,
2006). Malfunctions of the amygdala might thus result in difficulties
of processing specific facial features (such as fearfully widened eyes)
that normally trigger these attentional shifts.
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